Connect with 1 in 3 final year students
and discover how Milkround will help with your
student and graduate recruitment needs

recruiting.milkround.com

Why Milkround?

Our audience

With a strong heritage and background in the market, we enable you to connect with the top talent to fulfil
your graduate recruitment needs. With over 240,000 students and graduates registering to Milkround every
year, we get your internships, placements and graduate roles noticed by targeting the right candidates and
matching them to your listings through our unique technology.

We have a large audience of high-quality candidates, covering the length and breadth of the UK. With over
780,000 engaged students and graduates receiving our emails, we can ensure that we target the right
candidates for your roles, no matter what industry they are in.

1 in 3

final year students
use Milkround to find
their first role

600k

students and graduates
are actively looking for
opportunities on our site

70k

Demographics

applications are
received every month
on Milkround

Top sectors

245k

freshers & mid-term
students

160k

We also now partner with leading generalist job boards, totaljobs and Jobsite, allowing you to
reach an untapped audience. With over 50,000 new graduate CVs per month, we’ll be sure to
get your roles noticed.

final year
students

260k

recent graduates

Our partners
We’re always out and about on campus plus we’ve built up over 30 unique partnerships over
the past 20 years to gather insights and engage with candidates from all over the UK. This gives
your brand further exposure, ensuring you reach a diverse audience.

(2 year post graduate)

34k

Media & Publishing

30k

Accounting & Finance

27k

Eng. & Manufacturing

24k

Medical & Pharm.

23k

Legal

22k

Public Sector

16k

IT & Telecomms.

14k

Education & Training

13k

Business Management

12k

Locations

13k Scotland
19k North West

From internships and placements to graduate schemes and jobs, recruit your future leaders with
Milkround, just like these brands do…

Science & Research

2k Northern Ireland
7k Wales
15k South West

5k North East
14k Yorkshire
30k Midlands
90k London
81k South East

How we engage with candidates

How we showcase your brand

We take the time to get to know candidates and speak with them face-to-face at various UK universities...

We have a dedicated team of Account Managers who will work closely with you to outline your objectives
and key focuses, resulting in a tailored campaign that ensures to deliver you the best applications.

We attend over 70 Freshers Fairs and
University Careers Fairs every year.
We also have a team of dedicated Brand
Ambassadors across 20 campuses

Every year, we host the Milkround Society
Awards, offering a fantastic £1,000 cash
sponsorship prize, presenting the chance
to connect with the UK’s top students

Here are just a few of the tools you could use to attract relevant applications. Alongside our database, this
allows us to cleverly target a specific audience based on your needs.
Premium Job Ads
Stand out & attract up to 40%
more applications per view

Connecting with students directly allows us to educate them on how to use Milkround and inform them about
the opportunities they will find on the site, including which industries and companies they can look out for.
We also have a careers hub on our website, offering advice from CV and interview tips to dealing with
challenges in the workplace. Working with Milkround to produce content for our advice site is a great way to
showcase your brand and encourage increased engagement.

Why our content works
This drives

to the Milkround advice

through to the job

site each month

National & Regional Job Ads
Maximise reach and fill UK-wide
vacancies fast

Targeted Keyshots
Keyshots are sent to the 500 most
relevant candidates for your role
ATSI Apply
Integration preloads your ATS
with candidate details and CVs

We receive

35k visits

Featured Job Ads
Includes a branded banner, plus no
competing branding will be on your advert

Our top articles receive

28% of traffic

5k views

listings page

engaged students

on average from highly

Case Study:

Closing the gender gap in accountancy
and promoting women
The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England (ICAEW) faced a challenge that is present
across a number of sectors; increasing applications from female candidates.
Milkround worked with them to produce relatable testimonials from two of their female
employees currently partaking in an early talent programme and showcased these on the
Milkround advice site.
The testimonial content was a great success, with application numbers increasing by 18% and a
large proportion of the candidates applying for the role were female.

Talent Match
Virtual recruiter technology ensures
you never miss a candidate

Targeted Branded Emails
1 in 2 people who click on
your email apply for the job

Job Recommender
Predicts & promotes jobs a
candidate will be interested in

We’ve integrated with
Good&Co is a platform that enables candidates to
take part in engaging psychometric tests.

•

Request a psychometric profile from any
candidate that applies for roles from within our
applicant manager system

•

Receive a full personality report with suggested
interview questions for that specific candidate

•

Look beyond the application form and CV and
learn more about a candidate’s work style

Instant Job Match
Alerts sent to matching candidates
the moment your job is posted

How we help you go the extra mile

Our insights

Milkround will help to devise a bespoke campaign, tailored to your objectives and ensuring we showcase
your brand in the best light.

With Milkround, you’ll gain access to exclusive research and recommendations that will undoubtedly improve
your graduate recruitment processes. Our insights will ensure that you are always up to date with the current
mindset of the graduate market, so that you can recruit and retain the best new talent.

Improving diversity
We work with brands such as UpRising and The Prince’s Trust, who want to improve diversity
across multiple industries. We have run numerous sessions and workshops with UpRising,
who aim to give young adults the opportunity to build on their employability skills.

Our Candidate Compass report bridges the gap between candidates and employers. This year we surveyed
over 5,700 individuals, gaining insight into their thoughts on everything from their career confidence and
preferred methods of assessment to their perspective on the graduate skills gap.
You can utilise the outcomes of our report to better shape your attraction and recruitment strategies. Here’s a
sneak peak of our key findings...

Responding to the competition
We can enhance exposure of your company to our audience through surveys, reports and
relatable content. Our advice hub includes employer Q&As, sector guides and ‘day-in-the-lifeof’ profiles - marketing your business in a way that drives applications.

Key findings

Tackling candidates’ misconceptions

24% of respondents claim

Engage with candidates through social opportunities and Twitter Q&As to educate them about
your brand. Create genuine and meaningful interactions with our ever-growing audience.

flexible working hours would
increase their productivity

A leading law firm used #MilkroundEngage, our popular Twitter Q&A campaign:

•
•
•

28,000 Twitter accounts reached
610,000 Tweet impressions
250 page views in the first week on site

Case Study:

Raising awareness of careers in the
operations sector for women
Amazon had a clear aim: to help students understand the career opportunities available in the
operations sector. Working closely with Amazon, our project involved understanding the barriers
and challenges students faced through a focus group and insight survey. The results allowed us
to address these barriers at their bespoke event which saw over 800 students register.

•
•
•

A survey of 1000 candidates established a perception problem between males and females
76 candidates were chosen to attend the event at Amazon’s offices
55% of candidates were likely to apply for a role in operations with Amazon after the event

41% of females believe

49%

of females would
be interested in a career
in technology

a lack of confidence
holds them back

28% of males

73%

of males would
pursue this route

say the same

17%

of respondents
cite their mental health
as a personal barrier

34%

of respondents
say their personal values
impact their career choices

Head to recruiting.milkround.com to download a full copy of the latest Candidate Compass report, or
speak to your Account Manager who can supply you with a hard copy.
If you are new to Milkround and want to find out more then call our team on 0333 0145 111.

Due to the unparalleled success of our Milkround trial in comparison to the
other methods, as well as the recent added value of Milkround partnering up with
Jobsite and totaljobs, we have decided to proceed with Milkround further and see
their platform as an integral part of our Internal Recruitment function.
Danny Rowe
Hamlyn Williams

Call the team on: 0333 0145 111

recruiting.milkround.com

